This piece of research studies Thomas Hardy's "Darkling Thrush" and Nima Yushij's "It is Night" and highlights some of the avant-garde strategies these writers have used in their poems. It analyzes these works' diction and figurative and symbolic language which are used as devices to elucidate and depict the speakers' subjective states through natural landscapes. Through utilizing a comparative approach the paper examines the similarities between two poems to suggest that Nima Yushij's familiarity with the symbolist trends and innovative approaches of Thomas Hardy, inspired him to model his Modernist Movement in Persian poetry after Hardy's style.
Hardy he attempted to experiment with appropriate mediums of representation to portray Modern Man's dilemmas in the fragmented modern age which he called the "Aches of Modernism" .
As one of the pioneers of the Modern English
Literature, "Hardy declared his dissatisfaction with photographic representation as a model for literary representation and the form of realistic reproduction he favored was not a concentration on externals but seeing into 'the heart of a thing', a technique he described as realism, …." (Cronin et. all, 2002, p. 513-514) In the same manner Yushij tried to experiment with new methods for representing his emotions and subjective states. Mehdi Akhavan Sales (1979) in Bed'atha va Badaye-eh Nima Yushij, i.e., "The Innovations and Novelties of NimaYushij" elaborates on Nima's endeavour for creating "a series of concrete examples" for portraying the characters' emotional state and argues that, Nima does not merely refer to an emotion, but elucidates and depicts the process, i.e., "development of every thought and feeling" which shapes that emotion and this feature makes Nima'a poems strikingly meticulous and photographic specified environment." (249). Yushij's view of objective images recalls T. S. Eliot's notion of objective correlative in which each internal state is associated with its external equivalent. "The only way of expressing emotion in the form of art" as Eliot (1932) argues is to find an objective correlative which he considers; "a set of objects, a situation, a chain of events which shall be the formula of that particular emotion;
such that when the external facts, which must terminate in sensory experience, are given, the emotion is The bird's "full-hearted" and joyful song is something which is incongruous and contrasts the stark landscape, and this is noticed by the puzzled speaker who finds no reason for such "Carolings" in the surrounding landscape which is imbued with death and desperateness. Here the speaker is incredulous at the bird's ecstatic singing and wonders which "terrestrial things" could make him so happy. However, words such as "blessed," and the capitalized "Hope," and the "terrestrial things" which limits the hopelessness to the 
